Captive solutions

200+

For some businesses, traditional insurance isn’t the best fit or may
not be an option. If that’s the case for your company, then let’s talk
captives. Sedgwick’s captive solutions give you ownership, control,
and strategic claims and risk services to help drive profits.

Largest

captive partners/programs

multiline claims management
firm in the world

Whether you are starting a new captive or would like support with an existing one, we can take on the
challenge so you can focus on running your organization. With Sedgwick’s captive team, you’ll have a
partner with the knowledge, track record and breadth of services that you can count on.

27K

When losses or claims occur, you need experts who can manage each situation quickly and effectively.

colleagues

Whether it is a physical property loss or business interruption claim, a workers’ compensation injury or
an auto, general or professional liability claim, or even a product warranty claim, we can help. Our team
has the expertise and advanced technology to manage all types of claims, and help you achieve the best
possible results for your captive and its members.
Working with Sedgwick offers key advantages including:

1.4K
technology colleagues

• Direct relationships with fronting and reinsurance markets
• A dedicated captive program management team servicing multiple lines
• Claims management for all property and casualty risk types

900+

• A full suite of complementary services including managed care, OSHA and Medicare compliance,

locations in 65 countries

special investigation unit, specialized field and remote loss adjusting and inspections, forensic
accounting, repair solutions and more
• Captive loss and risk control services
• Premium audit services
• Technology that supports client and policyholder communication and data needs

$25B
in annual claim payments

4.4M
new claims annually
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Experts in captive management and
technology-enabled claims and risk solutions
Expertise – Captives require a collaborative approach and frequent
communications to ensure success. We have the expertise to help
develop customized solutions to address the overall management
of the program. We have a dedicated team focused on captive
and program affinity services, allowing our partners to continually
analyze results and provide input to improve performance.

Education and knowledge – We support continued education and
knowledge building in the captive and insurance marketplace, and
our thought leaders continually monitor issues and changes within
the industry.

About Sedgwick
Sedgwick is a leading global provider of technology-enabled risk,
benefits and integrated business solutions. We provide a broad
range of resources tailored to our clients’ specific needs in casualty,

Technology – We offer a fully integrated, multiline system and

property, marine, benefits and other lines. Through the expertise of

effective interfaces for virtually any kind of claims program. With

nearly 27,000 colleagues in 65 countries, we offer services designed

1,400 IT professionals, our capabilities and expertise are rivaled by

to keep pace with the evolving challenges of our clients and

few in the industry. With our proprietary suite of tools, clients can

consumers. We take care of people and organizations by mitigating

access real-time claim information, run standard and ad hoc reports,

and reducing risks and losses, promoting health and productivity,

set their own system alerts and more.

protecting brand reputations, and containing costs that can impact

They can also easily visualize claims trends using our advanced

the bottom line.

analytics reports. In addition, our dedicated security team ensures
our clients’ data is safe and secure.
Comprehensive services – We provide an array of services to
support our partners in delivering on their reputation within the

To learn more about our captive solutions, contact:
P. 800.625.6588

E . sedgwick@sedgwick.com

marketplace. Risk management services include claims handling,
safety and loss control, underwriting support, premium audits, repair
services and more. Captive services include full administration of
your program in all states for multiple lines.

To learn more about our integrated and customized
solutions, visit S E D G W I C K . C O M
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